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Abstract
The minimal rank of a square matrix is studied, and the linear operators preserving it are
characterized. Some related results are presented and some unsolved problems are discussed.
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1. Minimal rank
Let F be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0, for instance, the complex
numbers. For n > 2, denote by Fnn the set of n n matrices over F and denote by
I the n n identity matrix. For X 2 Fnn, denote by r.X/ the rank of X and define
mr.X/ to be the min fr.X − I/:  2 Fg, which is called the minimal rank of X. The
following properties of minimal rank follow from its definition:
(a) minimal rank is translation-invariant, i.e. mr.X C I/ D mr.X/ for any  2
F.
(b) minimal rank is scale-invariant, i.e. mr.X/ D mr.X/ for any nonzero  2 F.
(c) minimal rank is similarity-invariant, i.e.mr.PXP−1/ D mr.X/ for any invert-
ible P.
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(d) minimal rank is transposition-invariant, i.e. mr.Xt/ D mr.X/ where Xt de-
notes the transpose of X.
(e) 0 6 mr.X/ 6 n− 1 (since char F = 0) and mr.X/ 6 r.X/.
(f) mr.X/ D 0 if and only if X is a scalar, i.e. X D I for some  2 F (since
n > 1).
(g) If r.X/ D 1 then mr.X/ D 1.
In this note, we are interested in characterizing the linear operators T on Fnn
which preserve the minimal rank, i.e. mr.T .X// D mr.X/ for X 2 Fnn. The ori-
ginal problem is to characterize linear operators preserving the number of nontrivial
(or nonconstant) invariant polynomials. These two problems are connected by the
observation of Oliveira et al. [3] that:
(h) mr.X/C i.X/ D nwhere i.X/ denotes the number of nontrivial invariant poly-
nomials of X.
So the number of trivial (or constant) invariant polynomials of a square matrix is
equal to its minimal rank. Hence for a linear operator preserving the number of non-
trivial invariant polynomials, preserving the number of trivial invariant polynomials,
and preserving minimal rank are all the same.
2. Preserving minimal rank
In this section, we characterize the linear operator on Fnn which preserve the
minimal rank. Since minimal rank is invariant under translation, scaling, transposi-
tion and similarity, the following linear operators clearly preserve minimal rank:
T .X/DPXP−1 C f .X/I (1)
and
T .X/DPXtP−1 C f .X/I; (2)
where  is a nonzero scalar, P is an invertible matrix, and f is a linear functional. As
usual, it is natural to conjecture the converse.
Conjecture 2.1. If T is a linear operator on Fnn preserving minimal rank then T is
of the form described in (1) or (2).
Unfortunately an example of Watkins [4] faults the conjecture for n D 2.
Example 2.2. Consider the linear operator T on F22 defined by
T

a b
c d

D

a a − d
c b C d

:
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Then T is an invertible linear operator mapping scalars onto scalars, and hence
preserving minimal rank zero matrices. By (e) and n D 2, all other matrices have
minimal rank 1 and hence are preserved also. But T is not of the form described
in (1) or (2) because T does not preserve the number of distinct eigenvalues, for
example,
T

0 1
0 0

D

0 0
0 1

:
The next natural questions are: (i) when is the conjecture true? and (ii) what are
the minimal rank preservers for n D 2? Theorem 2.6 shows that Conjecture 2.1 is
true for n > 3, its proof requires several lemmas which are inspired by the papers of
Beasley [1] and Watkins [4]. Theorem 2.8 characterizes minimal rank preservers for
n D 2. Let Eij be the n n matrix with 0 entries everywhere except 1 at the .i; j/
position. Then the set

Eij : 1 6 i; j 6 n
}
forms a basis of Fnn.
Lemma 2.3. Let A 2 F33 with mr.A/ D 1 and r.A/ D 2. Then A is similar to
Diag.a; a; 0/ for some nonzero a 2 F.
Proof. By (h) there are two nontrivial invariant polynomials of the form .x − a/.x −
b/ and .x − a/. Since r.A/ D 2 and mr.A/ D 1, exactly one eigenvalue must be 0.
Now the minimal polynomial .x − a/.x − b/ has no multiple root. Therefore A is
diagonalizable. 
Lemma 2.4. For n > 3, let L be a linear operator on Fnn such thatmr.L.E// D 1
for r.E/ D 1. If r.AC B/ D r.A− B/ D r.L.A// D r.L.B// D 1 then r.L.AC
B// D 1.
Proof. Since r.AC B/ D 1, by hypothesis,mr.L.AC B// D 1. There are two dif-
ferent cases to consider.
Case 1: n > 4. Note thatL.AC B/ D E C I for some r.E/ D 1. By linearity of
L, L.A/C L.B/− E D I . Suppose that  =D 0. Then 4 6 n D r.I/ D r.L.A/C
L.B/− E/ 6 r.L.A//C r.L.B//C r.E/ D 3, a contradiction. Consequently,  D
0 and so r.L.AC B// D r.E/ D 1.
Case 2: n D 3. Sincemr.L.AC B// D 1, we get 1 6 r.L.AC B// 6 r.L.A//C
r.L.B// D 2. If r.L.AC B// D 2, by Lemma 2.3,
U−1.L.A/C L.B//U D
24a 0 00 a 0
0 0 0
35
for some U and nonzero a 2 F. Since r.L.A// D 1, it follows that
U−1L.A/U D
24kp kq krsp sq sr
tp tq tr
35
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and so
U−1L.B/U D
24a − kp −kq −kr−sp a − sq −sr
−tp −tq −tr
35 :
Since r.L.B// D 1, any 2 2 submatrix has zero determinant. We deduce that kr D
sr D tr D tq D tp D 0 and a D kp C sq . Therefore
U−1.L.A/− L.B//U D
24kp − sq 2kq 02sp sq − kp 0
0 0 0
35
and straightforward calculation reveals that its spectrum is fa;−a; 0g, thenmr.L.A/
− L.B// D 2. However mr.L.A/− L.B// D 1 since r.A− B/ D 1, a contradic-
tion. 
Lemma 2.5. For n > 3, let L be a linear operator on Fnn with the properties: (i)
mr.L.E// D 1 for r.E/ D 1, and (ii) r.L.Eij // D 1 for all i; j . Then L preserves
rank one matrices.
Proof. The support of a vector z is fi: zi =D 0g. Let E be a rank one matrix and so
E D xy t for some nonzero vectors x and y. Define k.E/ to be the number of elements
in the support of x plus the number of elements in the support of y. We will prove
the result by induction on k.E/. For k.E/ D 2, E D Eij for some 1 6 i; j 6 n
and nonzero  2 F. It follows from hypothesis (ii) that r.L.E// D 1. Now assume
that r.L.E// D 1 for rank one matrices E with k.E/ 6 s. Consider a rank one mat-
rix E D xy t with k.E/ D s C 1. Hence either x or y has more than one nonzero
component.
Case 1: y has more than one nonzero component. Decompose y D y1 C y2 as
the sum of two nonzero vectors which have disjoint support. Then k.xy t1/ 6 s and
k.xy t2/ 6 s, so by induction assumption r.L.xy t1// D 1 D r.L.xy t2//. Also note that
r.xy t1 C xy t2/ D 1 D r.xy t1 − xy t2/. Now hypothesis (i) on L enables us to use Lemma
2.4 to conclude that r.L.E// D r.L.xy t1 C xy t2// D 1.
Case 2: x has more than one nonzero component. The proof is similar to Case 1.

Theorem 2.6. For n > 3, if T is a linear operator on Fnn preserving minimal rank
then T is of the form described in (1) or (2).
Proof. Let E be a matrix of rank one. Then by (g) mr.E/ D 1 and so mr.T .E// D
1. Therefore T .E/ D F C I for some rank one matrix F and scalar . In particular,
T .Eij / D Fij C ij I for some rank one matrices Fij and scalar ij . Now define a
linear functional f .X/ DPi;j xij ij whereX D xij  and a linear operatorL.X/ D
T .X/− f .X/I . It follows that L.Eij / D Fij for any i; j . Also note that L.E/ D
T .E/− f .E/I D F C I − f .E/I D F C .− f .E//I , i.e. mr.L.E// D 1. By
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Lemma 2.5, L preserves rank one matrices. Hence, by a result of Marcus and Moyles
[2], there exist invertible matrices P and Q such that L.X/ D PXQ or PXtQ.
Since T preserves minimal rank zero matrices, i.e. scalar matrices, PQ D L.I/ D
I . So Q D P−1. The proof is completed. 
Let Ck be the set of matrices of minimal rank k. A closer look at the proof of
Theorem 2.6 reveals the following corollary.
Corollary 2.7. For n > 3, if T is a linear operator on Fnn such that mr.T .X// D
mr.X/ for X 2 C1 [ C0 then T is of the form described in (1) or (2).
The minimal rank preservers for n D 2 can be described explicitly as follows.
Theorem 2.8. Let T be a linear operator on F22. T preserves minimal rank if and
only if T .I/ D I and fI; T .E12/; T .E21/; T .E22/g is a basis of F22. Moreover,
T is nonsingular if and only if  =D 0.
3. Refinement
In this section, we assume that F is the field of complex numbers. We refine
Theorem 2.6 by relaxing the hypothesis from preserving matrices of any minimal
ranks to preserving minimal rank one matrices only. It is well known that the closure
of rank one matrices is the set of rank one matrices together with the zero matrix. An
analogous result is also true for minimal rank.
Lemma 3.1. If n > 1, the closure of minimal rank one matrices is the union of
minimal rank one matrices and minimal rank zero matrices, i.e. scalars.
Proof. Let Ak be a sequence of minimal rank one matrices with limit A. We want
to show that mr.A/ 6 1. Let Uk be unitary matrices such that Uk AkUk are upper
triangular. Then by compactness of the unitary group there exists a convergent sub-
sequence Unk −! U . Hence the upper traiangular matrices UnkAnkUnk converge to
UAU , which then must be upper triangular too. Therefore, without loss of gen-
erality, we can assume that all the Ak’s are upper triangular and so is A. Since
mr.Ak/ D 1, each Ak has eigenvalues bk and ck with multiplicity at least n− 1 and
1, respectively. Note that bk and ck can be equal. By passing to a subsequence if
necessary, we can assume that ck’s occur at a fixed row for all Ak’s, and so
Ak D Diag.bk    ck    bk/C Sk;
where Sk is a strictly upper triangular matrix, and r.Ak − bkI/ D 1. Hence A is of
the form Diag.b    c    b/C S where b; c; and S are the limits of bk; ck and Sk ,
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respectively. Consequently A− bI is the limit of Ak − bkI . Hence r.A− bI/ 6 1
and so mr.A/ D mr.A− bI/ 6 1. 
Theorem 3.2. For n > 3, let T be a linear operator on Fnn. Ifmr.T .X// D mr.X/
for X 2 C1 then T is of the form described in (1) or (2).
Proof. In the light of Corollary 2.7, it suffices to show that T preserves scalars or
equivalently T .I/ D I . By continuity of T, T .I/ is in the closure of minimal rank
one matrices. By Lemma 3.1, T .I/ D E0 C aI for some scalar  and some E0 of
rank less or equal to 1. Assume E0 =D 0.
Recall from the proof of Theorem 2.6 that T .X/ D PXQ C f .X/I . (The other
case that T .X/ D PXtQC f .X/I can be treated similarly.) HenceE0 C aI D T .I/
D PIQ C f .I/I , it follows thatQ D P−1.E0 C bI/where b D a − f .I/ =D 0 since
Q is invertible and E0 is rank one. Consequently, T .X/ D PXP−1.E0 C bI/C
f .X/I . Without loss of generality, assume that E0 is in Jordan form. There are two
possibilities:
Case 1.
E0 D
24v 0 00 0n−2 0
0 0 0
35 ;
where v =D 0. Consider the matrix
X D P−1
241 0 00 In−2 0
0 0 u
35P;
where u D 2 if v C b D 0, otherwise u D 0. Then
T .X/ D
24v C b 0 00 bIn−2 0
0 0 ub
35C f .X/I:
Case 2.
E0 D
240 1 00 0 0
0 0 0n−2
35 :
Consider the matrix X D P−1.Et0 C 1b I /P:
Then
T .X/ D
240 1b 0b 1 0
0 0 0n−2
35C I C f .X/I:
In both casesmr.X/ D 1 andmr.T .X// D 2 because T .X/ has three distinct eigen-
values. This contradicts that T preserves minimal rank one matrices. 
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4. Related results and unsolved questions
In this section we investigate the existence of linear operators converting minimal
rank to ordinary rank and vice versa. Moreover we state and comment on some
unsolved questions.
Theorem 4.1. For n > 2, there is no linear operator T on Fnn satisfyingmr.X/ D
r.T .X// for all X. For n D 1, T D 0 is the only one.
Proof. Suppose that such T exists. For any X with r.X/ D 1, T .X/ =D 0, otherwise
0 D r.T .X// D mr.X/, i.e. X is a scalar, a contradication. It follows that r.T .X// >
1. On the other hand, r.T .X// D mr.X/ 6 r.X/ D 1. Consequently, T preserves
rank one matrices and so by [2] T must be of the form
T .X/ D PXQ or T .X/ D PXtQ;
where P and Q are fixed invertible matrices. In any case, 0 D mr.I/ D r.T .I// D
r.P IQ/ D n, a contradiction. 
Theorem 4.2. For n > 1, there is no linear operator T on Fnn satisfying r.X/ D
mr.T .X// for all X.
Proof. Suppose that such T exists. Then n D r.I/ D mr.T .I// 6 n− 1, a contra-
diction. 
Question 4.3. Is Theorem 3.2 true if we replace C1 with Ck for k > 1?
The case k D n− 1 is of particular interest because Cn−1 is the set of nonderog-
atory matrices. Hence the problem amounts to characterizing linear preservers of
nonderogatory matrices.
Question 4.4. Characterize linear operators T on Fnn.n > 2/ preserving the re-
lationship of having same minimal rank, i.e. if mr.X/ D mr.Y / then mr.T .X// D
mr.T .Y // or equivalently, for each 0 6 i 6 n− 1 there is a 0 6 j 6 n− 1 such that
T .Ci /  Cj .
The case n D 2 can be settled easily.
Theorem 4.5. Let T be a linear operator on F22. T preserves the relationship of
having same minimal rank if and only if T .X/ D f .X/I for some linear functional
f or T preserves the minimal rank (cf. Theorem 2.8).
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